Lovely Hula Hands (Key of D)
by Robert Alex Anderson (1939)


D . . . | . . . | . . . | A7 . . . | . . . |
Lovely hula hands, graceful as the birds in motion——

Gliding like the gulls o'er the ocean, lovely hula hands. Kou lima nani e——

D . . . | . . . | . . . | A7 . . . | . . . |
Lovely hula hands, telling of the rain in the valley——

And the swirling winds o'er the pa'i. Lovely hula hands. Kou lima nani e——

Bridge: I can feel the soft caresses of your lovely hands. Lovely hula hands——

B7 . . . | . . . | . . . | E7 . . . |
Every little move—— ex—— presses, so I'll under—— stand——

A7 . . . . |
All the tender meaning——

D . . . . | . . . . | . . . | A7 . . . | . . . |
Of your hula hands, finger—— tips that say 'a—— lo—— ha'——

Say to me a—— gain, I love you. Lovely hula hands. Kou lima nani e——

Bridge: I can feel the soft ca—— resses of your lovely hands. Lovely hula hands——

B7 . . . . | . . . . | E7 . . . |
Every little move—— ex—— presses, so I'll under—— stand——

A7 . . . . |
All the tender meaning——

D . . . . | . . . . | . . . | A7 . . . | . . . |
Of your hula hands, finger—— tips that say 'a—— lo—— ha'——

Say to me a—— gain, I love you. Lovely hula hands. Kou lima nani e——

A7 . . | D\|
Kou lima—— nani—— e——
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